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Questionnaire 
Project Results Summary (SAMPLE RESPONSE) As a result of the NEP in 

Smithvale neighborhood, property values will increase. 

What indicators were used to measure results? (SAMPLE RESPONSE) Home sale prices in the 
neighborhood. 

How were the indicators measured? (SAMPLE RESPONSE) Compared the average sale price 
at the start of the NEP to the average price at the end of 2-
1/2 years. 



What were the findings of the measurements 
including baseline data? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(SAMPLE RESPONSE) Average sales price in the 
beginning was $61,000; at the end was $67,000. 

What Lessons were Learned? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(SAMPLE RESPONSE) Not only have the sales prices 
increased, the time on the market has decreased. The 
homes we built had waiting lists as we built them; and other 
properties in the neighborhood are selling more quickly. 

Leverage Funds Summary 
 
$ Amount:                                    Funding Source:                              
 
Brief Description: 
 
 
 
 

 


	(SAMPLE RESPONSE) As a result of the NEP in Smithvale neighborhood, property values will increase.
	(SAMPLE RESPONSE) Home sale prices in the neighborhood.

	Grant: HDF-2021-343-NEP
	Grant Begin Date: 6/1/21
	Grant End Date: 7/31/22
	Grantee: City of Highland Park
	Contact: Robert Burgess
	Phone: 248-670-1124
	Email Address: rburgess@highlandparkmi.gov
	Fax: 
	Project Results Summary: As a result of this NEP award, residents on California Street have homes that are safer and more secure.  Additionally, it has uplifted the appearance of the neighborhood and has been a key to drawing developers to the open area across the street.  The citizens, particularly the youth, are benefiting physically and socially from the fitness court and basketball court.
	SAMPLE RESPONSE As a result of the NEP in Smithvale neighborhood property values will increase: 
	What indicators were used to measure results: Safety and appearance of homes.  Number of residents using the fitness court.  Interest from developers in the adjacent property.
	SAMPLE RESPONSE Home sale prices in the neighborhood: 
	How were the indicators measured: Compared condition of homes before/after renovations (i.e., safe stairs, roofs no longer leaking, animals unable to get in, safe driveways and walkways). Number of citizens using fitness court.
	SAMPLE RESPONSE Compared the average sale price at the start of the NEP to the average price at the end of 2 12 years: 
	What were the findings of the measurements including baseline data: Essential elements of homes such as holes in roofs, decaying steps and handrails, etc. that are compromising safety have been repaired.  Overall appearance of the neighborhood has greatly improved.  Developers have proposed plans to the City Council for adjacent property.  Many residents using the fitness court.
	SAMPLE RESPONSE Average sales price in the beginning was 61000 at the end was 67000: 
	What Lessons were Learned: The citizens of Highland Park are very interested in improving the condition of their homes and neighborhoods but they are very much in need of assistance to do so.  Securing contractors during covid and high inflation made contractors reluctant to commit to future pricing for repairs and resulted in last minute cancellations.
	SAMPLE RESPONSE Not only have the sales prices increased the time on the market has decreased The homes we built had waiting lists as we built them and other properties in the neighborhood are selling more quickly: 
	Leverage Funds Summary  Amount Funding Source Brief Description: $15,000 from NEP was used for the foundation of the fitness court.  Funding from other sources provided the equipment, flooring, construction, etc.
	Leverage Funds Dollar Amount: $58,000
	Leverage Funds Summary Funding Source: Wayne County, NFC & Priority Health
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